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It is shown that for a space filled with dust matter the solution of the gravitational equation 
which depends on the maximal number (eight) of physically arbitrary functions of three varia
bles possesses a true singularity. 

IN the investigation of the problem of the singular
ities in the cosmological solutions of the gravita
tional equations it is of interest to consider the 
case of a space filled with dust matter (equation of 
state p = 0). We shall be interested in the solution 
of the gravitational equations which depends on the 
maximal number of physically arbitrary functions 
of three variables. It is known that for a free 
space of type I (in the classification of Petrov) the 
physical arbitrariness consists of four functions 
of three variables and a certain number of func
tions of two variables. [ 11 For a space filled with 
matter this arbitrariness is increased by four 
functions of three variables. [ 2• 41 Thus we shall 
consider a solution which depends on eight physi
cally arbitrary functions of three variables. 

As a criterion for the existence of a physical 
(true) singularity we shall take the going to infinity 
of the energy density E on some hypersurface (or 
on a geometric locus of lower dimensionality). It 
will be shown below that the solution of interest to 
us does indeed contain a physical singularity. It 
follows from the analysis of this solution that the 
world lines of the dust particles have an enveloping 
hypersurface. The intersection of the world lines 
in the neighborhood of their points of tangency with 
the enveloping hypersurface leads to a uniquely 
peculiar cumulation of the energy. 

1. Let us assume that the physical singularity 
occurs on some hyper surface f(x0, x1, x2, x3) = 0. 
In solved form its equation is x0 = cp (xi, x2, x3), 

where cp is an arbitrary function of three varia
bles. Let us reduce the energy-momentum tensor 
of matter Til v to the form T ll v = Eull uvY The 
components of the four-dimensional velocity are 

1 )Greek indices run through 0, 1, 2, 3 and Latin indices 
through 1, 2, 3. Moreover we set the velocity of light and the 
Einstein gravitational constant equal to unity. 

related by the obvious identity ull uv gil v = 1, by 
which e. g., the u0 component can be expressed 
through the three other components. We shall use 
a synchronous (semi-geodesical) system of ref
erence, i.e., a system subject to the condition 
goo = 1, goi = 0. 

Let us show that the solution of the gravitational 
equations having near the singularity the form 

g;h. = a;h. + b;h.Z + C;h.Z2 + du,z3 + e;h.z4 + ... , 
e = e<-1lz-1 + e<0l + e<1lz + ... , 
u 11 = u 11(0) + u 11(1)z + u 11(2)z2 +... (1.1) 

(z = f 1 /Z, where the coefficients are functions of 
three variables) contains eight physically arbitrary 
functions of three variables. 

Our task consists in the following. Substituting 
the expansions (1.1) in the Einstein equations and 
equating the terms with the same powers of z on 
both sides, we obtain certain relations between the 
coefficients of the expansions (1.1). These rela
tions allow us in principle, to express all coeffi
cients of the expansions (1.1) in terms of a certain 
number of coefficients which thus remain arbitrary 
functions. Since the form of the solution (1.1) does 
not change in going over to a new synchronous 
system of reference, this means that it contains 
four arbitrary functions of three variables allowing 
for the possibility of such a transformation. Taking 
account of this circumstance and reducing the num
ber of arbitrary functions by four we find the num
ber of physically arbitrary functions contained in 
the solution. 

Let us write the Einstein equations in the form 
of two groups of equations: 
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Rrrv = -(Trw- 1/2gov1'), 

R;" = -(Til,- 1/2g;"T). 

(1.2) 

(1.3) 

Let us write down Eqs. (1.2) and (1.3) in the 
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first orders in z. In the approximation z -a we 
have 

Roo = - 1/sb (J,o)2 = 0, 

" flo;== 1/s!, o(b; I, h + bl, ;) = (), 

(1.4) 

(1.5) 

fl;k == - 1/o(Nb;k + l.d,kb- I.ZI,;bkz- I.ZI,kba) = 0. (1.6) 

Here f v = 8f/8x~-' r! 0, N = (f 0)2 + f i fi r! o. 
Assuming' that N 1- 0 we exclud~ from 'ou~ consid
eration the case where the hypersurface is iso
tropic. [ 1 J The raising and lowering of indices is 
carried out in the three-dimensional space with 
the metric aik' We find from (1.4) to (1.6) that all 
bik are equal to zero. The next order of the equa
tions of gravitation is z - 1• For ease of calculation 
we use instead of (1.2) the equations 

(1. 2') 

The equations (1. 3) are left in the previous form. 
Then we obtain in the approximation z-1 

(1. 9) 

With the help of (1. 9) we can express the quan-
t 't. d . t f f ( - 1 ) d (O) 1 1es ik m erms o ,fJ., aik• E , an ui : 

8 [ u~0l (OJ (Ol 
d;h = 3NeHl f.~{!, ;uk +I, ku; ) 

- /_:_d_0_ (uo(o)z - ~)- u(O) u<ko) +~a·, J 
(!, 0 )2 2 • 2 " . 

(1.10) 

It follows from (1. 7) and (1. 8) that 

uv(Oll,v = 0. (1.11) 

Let us go over to the next order in z ( ~ z0) of 
the gravitational equations. The calculation of the 
quantities RfJ.v shows that in this approximation 

Roo= e(f,o) 2 +roo, 

Ro; ==I, o(e/,;- e~ /, k) + ro;, 

(1.12) 

(1.13) 

where rfJ.v contains terms constructed ou.t of f,fJ., 
aik• cik• and their derivatives (r00 + rika1k = r). 
The quantities dik do not enter in (1.12) to (1.14) 
at all. Substituting (1.12) to (1.14) in (1. 2') and 
(1. 3), we find that on the left-hand sides of the 
equations (1.2') the terms containing eik cancel 
one another; we have then in the approximation z0 

(ROv- !fzgOVR)/,v '"" (rD"- 1/zgOVr)/,v 

(1.15) 

(Riv- !hgivR)/,v = (riv- !f2gi"r)/,v 

= _ 8(-it)ui(O)uv{!Jf,v, 

R;" == Ne,k +f.;/, kc- /,1/, keu- !,Z!, ;ehz + ru, 

(1.16) 

-- e<-ll(u\0) u<t> + u(i) uiJl>)- Q(Ol(u~> uWl tj ) 
- ' h , k "' ; h - 2a;h • 

( 1.17) 

The equations (1.17) [in analogy to (1. 9)] serve 
for the determination of the quantities eik• which 
are expressed in terms of f a·k c·k E<-1> E<o> 

(0) ( 1) ,fJ.' l ' l ' ' ' 
ui , u i . In the following we shall not consider 
( 1. 3) any longer since the structure of the resulting 
relations is clear. From (1.15) we can determine 
the quantity u~-'< 1 >f v· It will be expressed in terms 
of f,fJ. , aik• cik• E'< -1 >, u1° >. Substituting u v< 1 >f, v in 
(1.16), we obtain three relations between the quan-
t 't. f d (0) 1 1es ,J..l , aik• c ik• an u i : 

ui(0l(r~'"- 1/2g~'"r)/, vU~) = (riV- tj2giVr)!, v. (1.18) 

In the next order in z we consider only the 
equations (1.2' ). Clearly they have a form analo
gous to (1.15) and (1.16): 

(ROv- !fzgOVR)/,v = (sOv- !fzgovs)/,v = -E(-1J(u0{0)uv(2)/,v 

+ uO(Ilu''(!Jf,v) - e<OJuO(OJuv(llf.v, (1.19) 

(Riv _ tj2gi"R)/,v c= (siv _!!zgivs)l,v = _ 8(-1J(ui(O)uv(2lf,v 

+ !li(l)uv(l)j,v) - e(O)ui(O)uv(l)j,v. (1.20) 

Here sfJ.v includes terms which contain f,fJ..' 
aik• Cik· dik and their derivatives (s00 + sikaik 
= s). The relations (1.19) and (1.20) will be 
treated in the following way. We determine the 
quantity uv<z>f v from (1.19). Substituting it in 

' (1.20) we obtain three equations for the determina-
tion of uiW. Then u~-'(1) can be eliminated from 
(1.15) and the latter will then relate the functions 
f d <-1> d i< > Th t' ,fJ. , aik• cik• ik• E , an uo . e equa wns 
(1.20) and (1.15) transformed in this way have the 
form 

ui(l) = [ ( 8 iv _ tj2gi"s)f, v _ ui(O) (s~'"- tj 2g~t"s) u~ j, v] 

X [r~'"- tj2g~'"r) f. vll~) ]-t, 

[ ( r~'" - 1/ zgJJ.vr) /, vd~ )2 

+ e<-IJ (sJJ."- 1/2g~'"s)f. 11/, v = 0. 

( 1. 20') 

(1.15') 

If we substitute the expression (1.10) for dik in 
(1.15'), then the latter will relate the functions 
f ( -1) d (O) . h h 

,J..l , aik• cik• E , an u i . W1t t e help of 
(1.10) and (1.20') the quantities dik and u\1> can 
thus be expressed in terms of f,fJ., aik• Cik• E<- 1> 
and u 1 >. Let us show finally that E<o > can also be 
expressed in terms of these functions. 

Indeed, let us go over to the next order in 
(1.2'). In analogy to (1.19) and (1.20), one of the 
equations will determine uv<a>f v and the three 

' 
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quantities ui<2> can be found from the three re
maining equations. Eliminating uv<z> from (1.19) 

we find an equation which relates the functions 
f,J-1. • aik• Cik• dik· eik• E<-i>, E<o>, and u<o>: 

(1. 21) 

Here t!J.V includes terms which contain f,JJ., ~ik· 

Cik· dik· eik and their derivatives (too + tika1k 
== t). If eik and dik in (1.21) are replaced by their 
expressions in terms of the functions f,J-1., aik· Cik• 
E:<-1> E<o> and u~o> then (1 21) can be regarded as 

' ' l ' . 
a relation between E<o > and the functions just men-
tioned. 

It is clear that in the next order in z the equa
tions analogous to (1.21) and (1.20') determine 
E<i> and ui< 2>, respectively, and the functions eik 
can be found from (1.17), as we know. 

In the solution (1.1) therefore, the coefficients 
dik· E <O>, u~> and all the ones following can be 
expressed in terms of 17 functions of three varia-
bl <-t> <o> d Th f t· es: aik• cik• E , ui , an cp. e unc wn cp 
is contained in z; its meaning is obvious if the 
equation of the hypersurface f = 0 is formally 
solved for x0 • The 17 functions are connected by 
the five relations (1.11), (1.18), and (1.15'). Taking 
account of the fact that four functions are con
nected with the possibility of going to another ref
erence system, we find that the solution (1.1) de
pends on eight physically arbitrary functions of 
three variables. 

Let us now turn to Eq. (1.11), which permits a 
physical interpretation of the solution under con
sideration. Since the vector f v is orthogonal to 
the hyper surface f = 0, it foliows from (1.11) that 
the vector uv<o> is tangent to this hypersurface. 
Thus the hypersurface f = 0 is an envelope of the 
world lines (geodesics for p = 0) of the particles 
of the medium. The intersection of the world lines 
at their points of tangency with the hypersurface 
f = 0 causes the energy density E to go to infinity 
on this hypersurface (at all points). 

We note that the singularity has an essentially 
non-simultaneous character, since the hyper sur
face f = 0 contains line elements of time-like 
world lines and is therefore oriented in time. 

2. In the solution considered above the compo
nents of the metric tensor as well as their first 
derivatives were regular for f = 0, and only the 
second derivatives became infinite on the hyper
surface. This behavior of the metric on the hyper-

surface where a physical singularity occurs, is by 
no means inevitable. A synchronous reference 
system can be chosen such, for example, that the 
first and second derivatives remain finite and the 
metric determinant vanishes. 

This problem is of interest since it is known 
that in a synchronous reference system the metric 
determinant must vanish after a finite time by vir
tue of one of the gravitational equations. In general, 
this means that in this reference system the met
ric has a singularity. In the paper of Lifshitz, 
Sudakov, and Khalatnikov[ 3 J the geometric rea
sons for the occurrence of such a singularity were 
found, which are connected with the fact that in a 
synchronous reference system the time lines which 
form a family of geodesics intersect on the envel
oping hypersurface (caustic), Lifshitz and Khalat
nikov[2, 3] have shown that the singularity arising 
in this way in the solution of the gravitational 
equations is fictitious in free space, and the solu
tion contains the maximal number (in this case, 
four) of physically arbitrary functions. The auth
ors also arrive at the conclusion that an analogous 
result must obtain in the case of space filled with 
matter. It was shown in [ 2 J that the solution for 
dust matter will have a singularity on the caustic 
in such cases when it is possible to choose a "syn
chronous-comoving" reference system (i.e., when 
the matter does not rotate). 

Let us thus write the expansion of the metric 
tensor in the neighborhood of the caustic hypersur
face in the form proposed in [ 3 J: 

-gao = aab + babT + CabT2 + dabT3 + ... , 
-ga3 = aa3T2 + ba3T3 + ... , 
-gaa = aaar2 + baaT3 + ... , (2.1) 

where T = x0 - x3, and all coefficients are some 
functions of the three spatial coordinates x1, x2, x3• 

The metric determinant g vanishes like T 2 for 
T-o. 

Let us try to "inscribe" in the metric (2.1) a 
medium with an arbitrary equation of state such 
that a physical singularity occurs for T = 0. The 
consideration of this problem automatically leads 
to the result that this is possible only if p = 0. As 
was to be expected, the corresponding solution 
contains eight physically arbitrary functions of 
three variables. 

Thus let us write the equations of the gravita
tional field in the form 

(2.2) 

where QJ.-tl! is the Einstein tensor, and TJ-1.1! is the 
energy-momentum tensor of the medium [ TJ.i. v 
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= (E + p)uJ.lul!- pgJ.ll!]. The quantities p and E are 
connected by the equation of state p = f(E). 

The calculation of the left-hand side of (2.2) 
shows that 

Let us determine the order of the quantity p. 
To this end we transform (2.2) with the indices 
J.l = a, v = b and J.l = v = 3 to the form 

coacob 
Gab = _____ + pgab 

coo-p ' (2.3) 

co3Go3 
G33 = - + pg33 (2.4) coo_ p . 

It is seen from (2.4) that p is not higher than 
(1/T )2 in the order of 1/T. In this case it follows 
from (2. 3) that at least the main term in the ex
pansion of Gab must be equal to zero. Since 

cab= _1/za33(aabacd- aacabd) (ac~- bca)-r-3 +- .. 
(the prime indicates differentiation with respect to 
x3) this leads to the relation 

(2.5) 

The calculation of GJ.ll! with account of (2. 5) 
shows that except for G33, all GJ.ll! ~ T - 1 while 

33 ' G ~ T - 2• It then follows from (2. 4) that p is of 
no lower than zeroth order in T. With any physi
cally reasonable equation of state for non -dustlike 
matter E and p should have the same order in T. 

Hence E ~ T0 in this case (although the gravita
tional equations also admit E"" T - 1 for p ~ T0). 

An exception to this is dust-like matter since in 
this case p is always equal to zero, and there is 
no contradiction with the equation of state when E 
goes to infinity for T - 0. 

Let us therefore consider a space filled with 
dust-like matter. In this case (2. 3) leads immedi
ately to (2.5). Let us assume further that E ~ T-1 

and all ui ~ T0• Equation (2.2) with the indices J.l 

= v = 0 is conveniently written in the form 

Then we obtain 

R00(-1) =- bi =- e<-1J(u0(0)2- 1/z)' (2. 7) 

(2.9) 

G ab(-1) b ~ _ -1j2 a33 (;~dab- 3cab' _ 3cc bac _ ;)c,~ bbc + 1j zb; Jt0 r, 

- 1/2k3nab +a:; b +a~; a+ bab' + b~bbc + b:bac- a33bab) 

= - 8(-1) ua(O) ub(o), (2.10) 

1/ k" a,+ abc cba - 2 Jtc a3 c- a3 c)= - 8 (-1) ua(O) u3(o), (2.11) 

C33(-2) = 1/z(K + 1/z b33b~- 2c:- 1/, a33 nab;n;ab 

+ 1/, a33Jt~Jt~ -1/, b~ b~ + 3/, babbab + 2a03aa3) = n. 
(2.12) 

Here the raising and lowering of indices2> and the 
covariant differentiation are carried out according 
to the rules formulated in [ 3J. Furthermore k· 

. ' l 
= a ln a33/ox1, K is the two-dimensional curvature 
and 7f ab = aab - 2cab· ' 

There are 20 functions, aik• b1-3 cab d b E<o> 
o<o> a<o> 3<o> . : ' a ' u , u , u and some denvahves (recall that 

bab = aab) which enter in (2. 7) to (2.12) and the 
identity uJ.luJ.l = 1. Hence 11 functions can be ex
pressed in terms of the remaining 9, which thus 
remain arbitrary. 3> As the latter we can choose 9 
of the 10 functions E<o >, ua<o > , u3<0 >, aik• con
nected by one relation. Indeed, uo<o> can be elimi
nated with the help of the identity. The quantities 
ba3 can be found from (2.8), and dab from (2.10). 
Then the Cab are expressed in terms of arbitrary 
functions with the help of (2.9) and (2.11). Equa
tion (2.12) establishes a connection between the 10 
functions mentioned above. Taking into account 
that the solution contains one nonphysical arbitrary 
function, we find that the number of physically ar
bitrary functions is equal to eight. 

We note that the dust-like matter can also be 
''inscribed'' in the metric (2.1) in a different way 
such that the energy density E remains finite for 
T = 0 (here E ~ T0 , u0 ~ T0 , ua ~ T0 , u3 ~ T-1). 

The corresponding solution will also contain eight 
physically arbitrary functions. The natural inter
pretation of this result seems to be the following. 
Both solutions are actually the same solution ex
panded in the neighborhoods of two different hyper
surfaces, where the (true) singularity occurs only 
on one of the hypersurfaces. 
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